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Streets are vital places in neighbourhoods and communities. They are the common space 
where the neighbourhood is woven together.  Streets are where children learn to ride bicycles, 
neighbours meet, couples stroll, and have an evening ride.  They allow us to get to work and 
school, run errands, participate in cultural and recreational activities, and live our daily lives.  
Streets are the connective tissue of the neighbourhood and community, contributing to the 
health, well-being, and livability of the neighbourhood.

Streets are also the point of access to our businesses, homes, parks, and institutions. They 
provide for the delivery of goods to our stores and businesses, enable fire, police, and 
paramedic services to respond to emergences, accommodate the public transit systems and 
provide important corridors for electricity, telecommunications, water and sanitary utilities.  

Complete Livable Streets in the New Neighbourhoods of Brookswood-
Fernridge

Complete Livable Streets are designed to consider the needs of all users, such as people who 
walk, bicycle, take transit or drive, and people of varying ages and levels of ability. They also 
consider other uses like sidewalk cafés, street furniture, street trees and other plantings, 
greenways, utilities, stormwater management, and many other uses.

While not every type of use or user may be accommodated on every street, the goal is to build 
great new neighbourhoods with a well-functioning street network that supports and sustains 
our quality of life. Complete livable streets ensure that social, economic and environmental 
priorities are integrated in street planning and design.

Emerging Policy Directions
Complete livable streets come in many shapes and forms, and there is no one-size-fits-
all outcome. However, all would adhere to the following overarching Emerging Policy 
Directions in the new neighbourhoods:

1. Design to accommodate all users – Complete livable streets provide appropriate 
space for all street users to coexist. Street design should accommodate pedestrians, 
bicyclists, transit users, automobiles, and commercial and emergency vehicles. 

2. Design for safety – The safety of all street users, especially the most vulnerable users 
(children, the elderly, and differently-abled) and modes (pedestrians and bicyclists) 
should be paramount in any street design. The safety of streets can be dramatically 
improved through appropriate geometric design and operations.

3. Prioritize pedestrian movement – Complete livable streets are built to pedestrian 
scale and privilege pedestrian movements, recognizing the critical role pedestrians 
play in neighbourhood vitality and because all trips include a pedestrian component 
(e.g., walking to/from parking, transit). 

4. Complement surrounding land uses, environment, and community – Complete 
livable streets respect the surrounding built and natural environment. Well-designed 
streets promote travel speeds, modes, and sidewalk activities that are desired and 
appropriate for the surrounding context.

5. Incorporate green design – Complete livable streets should incorporate 
neighbourhood green infrastructure such as neighbourhood forestry, which includes 
street trees, greenway plantings and trees, and private front yard landscaping and 
trees, as well as rainwater, stormwater and groundwater management practices 
to simultaneously improve mobility environments for all users, mitigate the 
environmental impact of runoff and other transportation impacts, and contribute to 
climate change mitigation and adaptation.

6. Create public spaces – Complete livable streets promote streets as public spaces and 
incorporate designs to maximize social and economic activity.
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32 Avenue Extension Options
32 Avenue will be a key people and goods mover for the new neighbourhoods and, more broadly, the community of Brookswood-Fernridge overall. Given 
some of the anticipated grade challenges and a comprehensive set of functional design requirements, a more focused and detailed road alignment analysis 
for 32 Avenue, between 204 and 210 Streets in the area of the new neighbourhood plans of Brookswood-Fernridge has been conducted.  The goals for this 
alignment analysis for 32 Avenue include:

 3 Provide direct connection between 204 Street and 210 Street that will ultimately join 216 Street; 

 3 Provide a design that is suitable for trucks, articulated transit vehicles, and fire trucks;

 3 Design for a multi-modal road network; and

 3 Minimize the number of accesses/driveways along 32 Avenue.

Several alignment options have been identified. Comparing the benefits and disbenefits between alignment options is a crucial step in decision making. The 
evaluation criteria included an examination of the following:

 3 Alignment and Geometrics (horizontally & vertically)

 3 Walking and Cycling 

 3 Transit 

 3 Goods Movement 

 3 Road Network 

 3 Property Impacts 

 3 Environmental Impacts

Due to the topography, the grade of the roadway is expected to be noteworthy for vehicles as well as other road users. As such, quality of walking, cycling, 
transit, and goods movement is not expected to be very different between the three options. Similarly, the environmental impacts are also very similar. The 
significant differences between the three options were found to be primarily under two criteria: road network and property impacts.

Option A is expected to be most impactful in terms of road 
network among the three options. There would be several 
existing residential driveways present along the future 
alignment east of 204 Street. Further east, due to difference 
in existing and future grades, accesses to the properties 
along 207A Street and the booster pump station are 
significantly impacted. The intersection of 207A Street/32 
Avenue and 208 Street/32 Avenue would also require major 
reconstruction to match the future elevation of the proposed 
alignment.

Option B is reflective of the alignment delineated in 
the Master Transportation Plan and the Brookswood-
Fernridge Community Plan.  This Option is also expected 
to accommodate some of the existing residential driveways 
similar to Option A.  However, the alignment curves towards 
the north and connects at the current grade at 208 Street 
and 32B Avenue. This alignment closely matches the existing 
ground elevation at this location and has the potential to 
utilize the existing alignment of 32B Avenue, 209 Street, and 
32 Avenue east of 208 Street.

Option C is the only alignment Option that avoids the 
existing residential driveways along 32 Avenue. However, 
a cul-de-sac at the east approach of the existing 204 Street 
and 32 Avenue intersection is required to close the direct 
access from residential developments. The connection to 
these developments will be maintained by reconstruction of 
205 Street and 32 Avenue intersection further north. This 
alignment limits direct access on the future road alignment 
while maintaining access for the existing residential 
properties.

Road Network Impacts
As mentioned in the previous section, matching the road 
elevation to the existing ground at 207A Street/32 Avenue is 
challenging in Option A alignment. As such, the residential 
properties in this area as well as the Booster Pump Station 
are expected to have significant impacts. The widening of 32 
Avenue would also have impacts to the residential properties 
along the existing 32 Avenue. Minimal property impact is 
expected east of 208 Street.

Option B alignment would have the same property impacts 
as Option A between 204 Street and 206 Street. To the east 
of 208 Street, 3 properties are expected to be impacted to 
accommodate this proposed alignment.

Option C alignment is expected to require several property 
takes to the east of 206 Street since the alignment does not 
follow an existing right-of-way. To the east of 208 Street, 
similar to Option B, 3 properties are expected to be impacted 
to accommodate this alignment Option.

Property Impacts

Key Evaluation Criteria Differences between the 3 Options
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